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The set of four position papers gathered here have been selected from the open
workshop under the same title held at the eighteenth congress of the International
Comparative Literature Association in summer 2007 in Rio de Janeiro. This heading reflected a suggestion that Milan V. Dimić, founder of the Canadian Review
of Comparative Literature, made during the conference in Venice in autumn 2005
which celebrated the fift y anniversary of ICLA’s inaugural congress there. The following head note, duly reprinted in the final congress program for Rio, explained the
aims of the workshop:
The workshop will strive to build on the views and activities of self-identified comparatists over the most recent decades. But it will encourage more than reports that only
mirror contents in various programs labeled Comparative Literature. Instead, it will
encourage evaluative critiques of actual trends and institutions and forward-looking
proposals for new directions and remedial efforts. Attention will be directed at assessing in how far the “real world” practices in various major and minor programs around
the globe are helping to advance, or in certain ways impeding, the development of a
vigorous discipline at the international level where ICLA strives to excel. The workshop
is not intended as a vehicle for a variety of performative exhibitions in which adherents
reiterate the established schools or ideologies or approaches which have been prominent
in the 1970s, 1980s, and 1990s. Rather, it is intended as a place for a rigorous debate
about first principles, of well-thought rejections of established ideologies or schools or
approaches of recent decades. We hope to hear trenchant criticisms of reigning attitudes
and of inadequate institutions. These criticisms should maintain a high level of civility
but speakers or interveners should not mask their searching analyses in order to spare
the feelings of sectors within ICLA’s (happily!) quite diverse membership who might
perhaps be surprised or feel discomforted.
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In tribute to our deceased colleague Milan Dimić, founding editor of the Canadian
Review of Comparative Literature, I shall offer a supplementary widening of context based on a polysystem or general systems approach such as he often advocated
(Dimić and Garstin). Dorothy Figueira has trenchantly pinpointed intellectual and
institutional abuses in a specific, quite complex society, that of North America, and
has indicated many international linkages of these abuses in her essay “Marketing
and Managing the Other”. From any one in this web of nodular points we could
elaborate problems in other societies that affect the quality of our critical discourse.
By the title “North/South, East/West, and Other Intersections”, I hope to suggest the
grand dimensions of hemispheric and regional divisions and interactions, as well as
the myriad other cultural encounters and milieux at all levels in our actual world past
or present.
It is that composite global realm I want to address as a more worthy challenge for
an international comparative literature, for a discipline that should, indeed must,
include a serious sociology of literature among its interlocking subfields. The actual
complexity of what has existed and now exists in terms of cultural systems should,
at the least, be kept in mind by us comparatists who are acutely conscious of being
naturally limited in our scope; that polyform and polymorphous worldwide “it” of
variously interactive systems is the ideal background against which we make transcultural observations as best we can. For the sake of brevity, let me proceed at once
to frame a first law of a sociology of literature for international comparative studies
based on polysystem analysis. Our kind of analysis does not regard the ideological
and cultural biases of participants in the particular literary system at any level to
constitute a governing or adequate theory. Instead, our general systems approach
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deems all critical theories, all ideological forces, all biases and habits in all groups
and societies and regions to be elements of the respective cultural repertory, that is,
subject matter for analysis.
It is a helpful adjunct tool when we attempt a general systems approach to keep in
mind the broad classes of critical commentary distinguished by the gestalt psychologist Paul Goodman (passim): formal, genetic, and final (i.e. valuative). As Goodman
reminds us, it is the business of philosophers of culture and history to construe and
cite guiding principles, and their activity as construers and their constructions are
things which we can discern as operating codes and practices. Our different, but
important job as international comparative literature scholars is to discern these
reportorial elements with acumen, and of course we must seek to remain aware of
the ways in which our own cultural development and mentality inevitably colors how
we participate in the story. As I have said elsewhere (Gillespie 2003), candor requires
the admission that international comparative studies are in the business of framing
an elitist transterritorial metanarrative which describes a rich variety of lower-order 193
theories and processes in particular repertories.
This does not mean that individual comparatists who are familiar with large extents
of the repertories of various distinct cultures and societies should not develop their
own cultural preferences, personal life philosophies, or world views—quite the contrary. I shall return to this proposition below. Of course, if an aspiring international
comparatist does not know several cultures in some detail and with sensitivity to
their histories and internalized values, he or she simply is not yet properly equipped
for the task of systems analysis. By the same token, critics who falsify or distort
information about particular cultures or their interactions in order to promote an
ideological agenda are a problem for sound international literary studies insofar as
they produce a sometimes disabling confusion for students who hope to acquire a
nuanced, advanced level of knowledge. In terms of an ethics of international literary
studies, the more egregious falsifiers are a species of “sociopaths”; yet such critics
are found everywhere. Whether deliberately or unwittingly, out of whatever passion motivates them, they devolve from being serious international comparatists
into propagandists. This accounts in part, for example, for the enormous mass of
cultural prejudices constantly churned over in the name of “postcolonial studies”.
Many resultant misprisions have long since become widely embedded as fi xtures in
the critical discourse of contemporary literary systems, and one of the contributions
that perceptive international comparatists can make today is to analyze these misprisions, too, as elements in the systemic repertory, while applying the proper ethical
measurement of them whenever others ask for our “final” view of specific proponents
and propositions. It should already be clear from my remarks thus far that assiduous
work along “formal” and/or “genetic” lines of inquiry do not and cannot impede, but
rather will enhance our efforts to form “final” views, to “evaluate”.
Let me stick for a moment with the broad rubric “postcolonial studies” for purposes of illustration. The existence of a tangle of historical memories and prejudices
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at the level of interregional “interferences” —that is, in systems jargon, phenomena of
cultural exchanges, borrowings, and rejections—can and should be exploited for its
potential in international studies. The experience of several recent decades has already
taught us that studies which put on blinders and confine postcolonial studies to the
thin historical slice from the European high Middle Ages to the present, and mainly
to trans-Atlantic events affecting the colonization of the New World, are today a drug
on the market. Without doubt, a lot of useful detailed findings have been made by
the better practitioners of so-called New History; however, an extraordinary amount
of nonsensical pseudo-findings by lesser practitioners keeps piling up in an obstructive debris field. It is time to clear a path through the rubble heaps. International
comparatists are sorely needed who can expand our horizons both regionally and
historically beyond the older norms for New History and allied kinds of culture studies in order to frame a more useful critical context and its vocabulary.
An illustration of this goal would be the need for a clearer set of characteristics
194 and contextual data for phenomena denoted as “imperial”. Teams led by competent
experts should start from a point of departure at least as far back as the Akkadian
empire created by Sargon and aim to establish a series of bodies of evidence of how
various imperial realms, ruling over a mix of different languages, religions, and
societies, embraced, absorbed, transmitted, altered, eradicated elements of subject
cultures; how successive empires were related in larger supra-imperial contexts and
successions; and how a variety of complex literary heritages, often functioning as
palimpsestial containers also of submerged heritages, have enjoyed considerable currency for good stretches over the roughly five historical millennia antecedent to our
era of globalization. To be better sociologists of literature and to merit the title of
international comparatists in looking at the contents and dynamics of some complex repertory—let us say, in considering the arts of the Roman world at its height
in symbiosis with Greek and Near Eastern culture in the first four centuries of the
Common Era, or in investigating the cultural interchanges between various older
homelands in Europe and emergent immigrant nations in the Americas—we actually
need to elaborate a more adequate set of points of comparison. Let me illustrate this
proposition by focusing briefly on a subject constantly encountered in run-of-themill postcolonial criticism: the history of slavery, and the genre of often depressing,
but also often inspiring slave narratives, whether memoirs or fictions. This area is far
larger and far more important than our youngest students might guess from reading
run-of-the-mill postcolonial articles and books in the Americas.
It is natural that Americanists everywhere in the Western Hemisphere, and their
imitators mainly in Europe, concentrate on slavery in the New World, and that very
frequently they do so in highly selective ways—for example, by paying attention to
aspects of slave regimes promoted by people of European descent, while usually
ignoring slave regimes among various indigenous American peoples or practiced in
areas such as Africa, the Near East, Asia, and specific parts of Europe. Comparatists
are very tardy indeed in following the lead of historians who have written extensively
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about the massive slave trade in antiquity and down to modern times in European,
African, Near Eastern and Asian territories. It may come as a surprise to many
Americanists who are not international comparatists, but the sheer volume of people
of European descent who have been transported into involuntary servitude in the
Mediterranean area, Africa, the Levant, and Asia since biblical times easily matches
the numbers of enslaved black Africans. Thus I am hoping that adventurous younger
literary scholars will see the opportunity to make their name by looking on a larger
scale into such matters as slave narratives, and by taking seriously the plethora of
accounts of Europeans enslaved in foreign parts and a rich treasure of motifs of escape
and emancipation in romances written over the centuries. While Americanists quite
justifiably point to works such as Aphra Behn’s Oroonoko, or the History of the Royal
Slave, Harriet Beecher Stowe’s Uncle Tom’s Cabin, or José Martiniano de Alencar’s
Mãe—I myself have cited them in my own work—one of the roles of international
comparatists surely should be to wean us from narrow-mindedness and misjudgments by drawing our attention to the bigger regional and world pictures. Naturally, 195
European wish-dream projections such as Mozart’s opera Die Entführung aus dem
Serail would be part of the critical purview, too.
There are plenty of excellent guides in sociological-anthropological studies on a
global scale to whom serious students of “postcolonial” aspects of literature can turn
for helpful examples of objective analysis when considering the often shifting patterns
caused over the millennia and centuries by population movements and the relative
power of groups over time. For example, the African-American savant Thomas Sowell
has dealt both with race and with migration on a worldwide footing (Sowell 1994 and
1996). Paul Michel Baepler in the book White Slaves, African Masters (1999) and Giles
Milton in White Gold (2004), also on European slaves in North Africa, Humphrey
Fisher in Slavery in the History of Muslim Black Africa (2001), Ehud R. Toledano in
Slavery and Abolition in the Ottoman Middle East (1998), Murray Gordon in Slavery
in the Arab World (1989), and Sean O’Callaghan in The Slave Trade Today (1962) are
among the innumerable investigators who have looked into the colossal dimensions
of slavery in human history down to the present. Invoking a larger context helps us
to rethink the proposition of who at some particular junction is an invader or oppressor, who a postcolonial subject, and what more precisely is the resultant amalgam of
systemic readjustments, and how these interesting topics are reflected in literature
and other social documents. I propose it is high time that serious comparatists, too,
dismiss those who still are hooked on the highly addictive Rousseauesque drug (an
import from Europe, and still endemic in Europe!) which induces gross over-simplification of the history of European expansion during the past five centuries and
its results, but who avoid undertaking the most obvious kinds of comparison on a
contemporaneous trans-regional basis—such as to investigate the repercussions of
Mogul dominion in north central India which deeply affected the region’s remarkable diversity down to the present, or the Ottoman conquest of the core territories
of old Byzantium, and its many baleful consequences, not just the high moments,
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and so forth. Happily, the International Comparative Literature Association’s own
Committee on Intercultural Studies is planning studies with these kinds of more
challenging dimensions, to be undertaken by international teams of experts.
I will allow myself just one more quick illustration of the fact that, like most ideas
which are useful, if applied thoughtfully, “postcolonial” studies otherwise boil down
essentially to a truism. Most cultural situations over the last couple of thousand years
about which we have direct and indirect records are the result of some kind of imperialism. Many if not most of our own families, on closer inspection, prove to be layer
cakes baked and re-baked in a series of imperial bakeries. Thus I propose that, when
investigating the saga of global contacts, international comparative literature should
aspire to the same intellectual breadth and generosity of spirit as is demonstrated
by truly broad-gauged cultural historians, whether they write from a (Christian)
humanist pertspective, like Felipe Fernández-Armesto, for example in his recent
Pathfinders: A Global History of Exploration (2006), or from a “posthuman” perspec196 tive, like Peter Sloterdijk, for example, in Sphären III (2004) or Im Weltinnenraum des
Kapitals (2005). Versions of a grand récit of the development of mankind framed at
any stage imply that international Comparative Literature must deal with a pluralism
of invented worlds—that is, must be both deeply historical and also bring to bear a
rich capacity to discriminate particular forms in their own right.
Allow me to cite my own cursory outline of just two and a half millennia in the
history of Britain to illustrate this point (cf. Gillespie 2004, 266-67). The indigenous
neolithic people of the island were overridden by several waves of invading Celts
who imposed new languages and customs prior to the Romans. The originally pagan
Romans in turn remained several centuries into the period of early Christianity, as
far north as Hadrian’s Wall. Then came the Anglo-Saxons, and in due course the
Norse and Danes followed, extensively dislodging the partly Romanized Celtic culture, from which the West Briton Saint Patrick derived. The next intruders, whom
the meanwhile Christianized Celto-Romano-Anglo-Saxon-Scandinavian “British”
faced, were the Norman French. The latters’ presence eventually bent the dominant
folk idiom into what today we call English; and of course, over further centuries,
immigrants within and to the British Isles have spiced the genetic and cultural mix.
Because the Scoti had invaded the north of Britain from Ireland in the fift h century C.E. and the Anglo-Saxons had later expanded from the south, the memory of
Brythonic greatness receded into Wales, which the Norman-English state eventually
absorbed politically, so that today it almost seems counterintuitive to recall that the
greatest medieval Welsh bard Taliesin practiced amidst Welsh-speaking admirers
near Edinburgh and his poems were recited across much of northern England. The
Romans ringed the Lake Country (Cambria) without ever managing to tame it, and
the inhabitants only stopped speaking Welsh in the fifteenth century when it was
English, not Latin that intruded. During the high Middle Ages, the Norman-English
paid the Irish or Scoti back for their intrusion into Scotland by invading Ireland,
beginning eight centuries of British cultural oppression of and symbiosis with the
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Irish. The older Norse invaders who founded Dublin had meanwhile metamorphosed
into Irish, who—so Joyce quipped—spoke through their “norse”.
In the grander saga of the British Empire, starting in the Elizabethan age, this
hybrid people who resulted from a hodgepodge of earlier conquests and imperialisms
eventually went forth to leave deep marks on vast territories around the globe, such as
North America and India, and a cultural contribution that has outlasted the collapse
of their world empire. Permit me then to move on from the observation that, unless
we personally belong to some small isolated jungle tribe that since time immemorial
has never waged war or poached on neighbors’ hunting grounds or supplies, all of our
home cultures can be analyzed as some postcolonial amalgam resultant from earlier or more recent imperialist moments. The pertinent point here for Comparative
Literature is that competent European savants who encountered such a dramatic
variety of cultural forms around the earth could not avoid finally facing the question
of cultural relativism. In our latter-day era, European scholars—so we all know from
the record—invented the initial field of Comparative Literature as a way to deal with
understanding their own complex of related cultures. Far from it being necessary to
infer from the variety of cultural norms that no constellation of standards could have
or lay claim to a superior moral validity, contemporary international Comparative
Literature, arm in arm with the best efforts in disciplines such as social anthropology,
is helping us to establish a better basis of knowledge of societies and their codes. And
consequently, if philosophers of culture seek to make telling distinctions between
and among various cultures, to compare their values and practices, so-called relativism can be understood as a positive factor, an enhanced capacity based on more
accurate observation and a remarkable expansion of the repertories observed and
the sources from which motivated observers have been drawn. And as I have argued
above, the “formal” and “genetic” analyses promoted by Comparative Literature can
feed back positively into the formation of “final” or valuative judgments which may
strengthen particular cultures or individuals who are receptive to such insights as CL
practitioners generate. In short, a deepened Comparative Literature can contribute
to empowering us by helping us formulate sounder judgments, rather than let us be
petrified into quietism by the demon of relativity.
Therefore I think it is also important to state explicitly the enormous gain which is
the positive side of our situation, while the negative obverse is the dread of a loss of
sustainability of specific cultures on the part of partisans of forms of life which seem
threatened by new complex knowledge. Obviously, a multitude of specific factors will
influence us as individuals and groups when reaching judgments about who may be
defending which forms; and our sympathy or lack thereof or, rather often, our mixed
feelings about changes and losses will affect us. This conflicted pattern underlies
many of the faddish “-isms” that float in and out of favor in our field. Even as many of
us still struggle with the formidable task of sorting out the wonderful cultural tangle
of Europe, modern Comparative Literature, moving on, has already in fact arrived at
a number of approaches for facing the yet vaster challenge of discriminating the rules
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and values of a multitude of literary systems of varying size and character and their
interactions over time. As mentioned, ICLA’s recognition of that challenge led to the
formation of the Committee on Intercultural Studies in 1995.
That kind of scale and reach simply has to be scary for persons who want to ignore
such a formidable reality. It also suggests to some a quick source of social power
which can be gained by any one of us becoming a performative representative of some
recognizable lobby; it is the survival or thriving of these which such lobbyists claim
to foster against a hostile “System”. This term, with its current sociopolitical color,
turns up in literature at least as early as in the novel A Hazard of New Fortunes (1890)
by the American novelist William Dean Howells. Of course, a career as a social or
ethnic group’s representative makes sense as a political job, as we can all attest from
the success of affirmative action programs in higher education in countries like the
United States and Canada. A prominent feature in the repertory of numerous societies in Europe—not to speak of other parts of the world—is that the state privileges an
198 active religion or even a traditional religion which only a remnant minority of believers takes seriously. To the extent that members of the clergy or teachers in overtly
religious schools receive state financial support, they are an analogous category of
“affirmative action” employees or beneficiaries, especially when they represent residual minority segments of the population. All these sorts of relationship are subject
matter for a serious sociology of literature. We should take them seriously, but not as
guides to any improvement in comparative studies, contrary to what so many stateprivileged appointees (new-style “clergy”) in “cultural studies” have tried to assert in
recent decades.
Rather, the blurring of the line between analysis and advocacy of the claims of
various groups has frequently impaired the development of comparative studies on
an extra-regional and supra-national level. A further confusion is introduced when
the followers of influential social scientists oversimplify their theories and attempt
to apply an epigonal attenuated version of them universally as if they are some kind
of natural law. An example would be extremist misprisions of the idea of “imagined communities” propounded by Benedict Anderson in his well-known treatise of
1983 (Anderson 1991) and the widespread misuse of the notion of the “construction
of identity” in Comparative Literature. Anderson began as an expert in the recent
colonial history and contemporary situation of territories of Southeast Asia, but he
offered a rich, suggestive outline of cultural history in Europe and the New World,
too, as background for his main thesis that nationality and nationalism are “cultural
artifacts of a particular kind” and “the creation of these artifacts towards the end
of the eighteenth century was the spontaneous distillation of a complex ‘crossing’
of discrete historical forces”. In his view, the wave of revolutions in the Americas
was more significant than European development in promoting the newer forms of
identity so adaptable to “a variety of political and ideological constellations” around
the globe (Anderson 4). However, as Timothy J. Reiss shows in his review-essay
“Mapping Identities,” insistence on rigid polar categories inhibits literary critics like
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Edward Said from recognizing the deeper complexities of significant creative works,
like Kipling’s Kim, that explore cultural interactions.
It is beyond the scope of my essay to demonstrate that Anderson’s main thesis
cannot hold up except fragmentarily to historical scrutiny or serve as a foundational
principle in comparative studies. Nonetheless, it would be all to the good if aspiring
comparatists would follow his example “in an anthropological spirit” (Anderson 5)
and amass an abundance of specific details to support particular cases of supposed
“invented” identity or self-fashioning which the idea of belonging to a nation purportedly entails and would show how the “invention” is reflected in creative works
and literary discourse at large over a defined tract of history. Regrettably, detailed
substantiation of particular cases fell by the wayside as the abstract formula of
“invented communities” rolled as a juggernaut through much of neomarxian and
deconstructionist criticism. It would be a subject worthy of literary sociology to analyze how and why so many critics as admirers of Anderson often freely invented
forms of consciousness which were the purportedly irresistible propositions imposing themselves on persons in the past couple of centuries. It would likewise be
refreshing to hear of a “user” of Anderson’s formula who at some point inquired into
the place of this formula itself in intellectual history—for example, asked pertinent
questions about its structural resemblances to the tripartite cosmological, biological,
evolutionary, and psychological models propagated by Romantic science in the very
period to which Anderson attributes the formative breakthrough of nationalism.
This familiar tripartite model (Ellenberger passim) recurs in numerous versions,
e.g., in the thought of Marx and of Freud; hence a serious sociology of literature
using a polysystem approach would treat Anderson’s theory not as a guide, but as a
(virtually predictable) variation on a popular model in Western culture. The truth
value of the model is a question that then can better be addressed.
Enthusiasts are still being acculturated in our midst who deeply desire to believe
that the top level in this model (the superego, societal ruling codes, etc.) effectively
dictates most attributes of identity to the middle level (elaborates the fictions of the
ego, of the individual, and collectively of whole social classes), as people struggle
to cope with the ground level (biology for the Freudians, the material basis of existence for Marxians, etc.). They gladly embrace the proposition that this ideational
superstructure has busily elaborated the “nation” as an explanatory grand fiction to
which people can attach themselves. By focusing on the past couple of centuries and
the recently synthesized immigrant nations of the Western Hemisphere, Anderson
also satisfies those who want to believe in a radical break in history—a transformational or even apocalyptic alteration worthy of their allegiance and participation
(another recurrent displaced religious yearning, so well described by Eric Voegelin,
e.g., in From Enlightenment to Revolution [1975]). Thus Anderson is quite correct
when he thinks of nationalism, as he conceives it, in analogy to deeper phenomena
like religion in human affairs. Analysts of the broader European-New World “supersystem” are justified in suspecting that it is no accident when so many “cultural
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studies” advocates wish to ignore the far more variegated picture which a diachronic
investigation into pre-Enlightenment periods establishes. Th is avoidance is virtually
necessary in order to shift attention, by way of the New World, from the so-called
First World to the so-called Third World, as a satisfying political agenda. But what
are literary comparatists with “western” interests to do with the (obvious) plethora
of shift ing forces, agendas, and alliances across the globe which an Asian sociologist
like Anderson adduces?
What happens without the much larger historical dimension, and interlocking
dimensions of earthly reality such as geography, climate patterns, etc., not to speak
of local cultures, if we are eagerly expecting to “deconstruct” anything we can get our
hands on? Regrettably, we lose track of such things as the fact that certain critics may
be imposing (Western) forms of cultural myopia or hysteria on us that have pedigrees which it is imperative we should examine. After painstaking formal and genetic
investigation we might well feel impelled to make some alternate final statement as
200 participants in the culture. For example, we might conclude that we do not agree
with the foundational nihilism (another inheritance from Romanticism) in deconstructionists such as Paul de Man when, as if prompting numerous of Anderson’s
followers, he writes: “Here the human self has experienced the void within itself and
the invented fiction, far from fi lling the void, asserts itself as pure nothingness, our
nothingness stated and restated by a subject that is the agent of its own instability”
(De Man 19).
The eminent historian Craig Calhoun warns against the simplistic view that some
draw from (a far more careful) Anderson that nationalism is obsolete in an era of globalization or inherently arbitrary or a moral mistake to be undone (Calhoun passim).
In a major treatise directly bearing on our field the late Earl Miner has asserted the
importance of longer-term historical factors in shaping the distinct attributes of
great cultural systems and especially of their literatures (passim). Miner has cautioned against mistakenly reading the phenomena of global cultural convergence in
literary production of the recent past as an adequate basis to understand literature
of the past anywhere in general, let alone worldwide. Through his comparison of the
evolution of poetics in such major areas as the Mediterranean and Europe, the Far
East, and South Asia it has become clearer that poetic categories and aesthetic preferences do not match up across the board from one great system to another, but only
partially and only in specific instances of history. The fact that there has always been
a global reality of some economic interconnection over long stretches of centuries, as
shown by the Annales school, simply does not translate into any correlated development of literary life. But, after the enormous impact of European expansion of the
past several centuries into other regions, and the backwash of empires onto older
metropolitan homelands, the newer world cultural situation of more intensively
crosshatched North and South and East and West is a successor global reality with
huge repercussions in literature.
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As I have already argued elsewhere (Gillespie 2004, 146-51), the polysystem
approach of a general semiotician like Itamar Even-Zohar is more helpful than the
Eurocentric approach of a sociologist like Niklas Luhmann if we are to devise a sociology of literature suited to the enlarged historical understanding of world literature
advanced by Earl Miner. Allow me to illustrate with reference to North America
the importance of invoking a more adequate historical awareness in order to scrutinize reportorial items which involve the themes of a radical break in culture, the
desire for revolutionary transformation. The modern immigrant nation that named
itself the United States of America and eventually spread across the continent was
profoundly marked from its earliest days by a plethora of Protestant churches and
sects. Whatever their own cultural background, comparatists who seek to understand apparently “modern” and “secular” trains of reformist zeal in the United States
often may well miss crucial features that underlie them, unless they are familiar with
religious history in depth. In their book Generations (1991), Strauss and Howe set a
good example by placing the slogans of social and political life (e.g., gong words like 201
“progressive,” “conservative,” etc.) into specific contexts in a succession of recurrent
patterns, including reformist waves, that came to characterize the American repertory. Drawing, for instance, on Cohn (1961), or Gould and Reeves (2001), comparatists
can benefit from thoroughly researched studies of the ways in which religious ideas
of transformation, resurfacing in specific contexts, haunted writers and thinkers of
older and modern Europe. While the proponents of certain such old ideas may protest when a serious sociology of literature correctly identifies them as avatars, surely
it is a legitimate role for comparatists to inform the international audience of these
patterns as part of our world.
In view of the larger story, the cliché that a certain population exhibits a “postcolonial” mentality says virtually nothing in itself, since almost nothing in today’s
world is exempted from that claim. The task for comparatists today is, as it always
was potentially, to discriminate the particular features of cultural expression; and the
distinct contributions of key groups and individuals; and to do that, one has to know
far more than many nativists think they know when all too frequently they only
know their own local tradition and a few scraps of political doctrines for an explanatory loincloth. The pioneering efforts of international comparative literature have, in
fact, brought us outside the gates of any presumptive “precolonial” paradise on which
we can lazily base resounding judgments about any one of thousands of presumptive
postcolonial situations past, present or future. Nowadays one has to be able, in fact,
to compare and contrast both within and across the continuities and discontinuities
in the flux of systems of varying complexity, and that requires a fresh, honest ethos
that—if I may be excused one more ugly neologism—I shall dub “postpostcolonial”.
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